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on the left and the right; see, for example, [2{4℄ and the referenes therein.The inverse problem of �nding matries of given sign patterns with given rowand olumn sums has also been investigated, for example, in [5,6℄.In this paper, we prove that if W is symmetri and positive de�nite, then asolution X exists. In fat, there are 2n solutions, one for eah sign pattern forX.2 A Construtive Existene ProofSuppose we are given a symmetri positive de�nite matrix W 2 Rn�n and ann-vetor u > 0. We want to show that there exists a positive diagonal matrixX so that the saled matrix XWX has row-sums equal to the elements of u.We will prove this result by onsidering the matrixV (t) = (1� t)I + tW :Then V (0) = I, and V (1) = W . The notation k:k will denote the 2-norm forvetors and matries.We will study the mappingH(t; x) = X(t)V (t)X(t)e� u = 0 ;where X(t) is a positive diagonal matrix with entries xi. For t = 0, we have aunique positive solution x(0) = x̂ with x̂i = pui.If we an �nd a positive solution vetor x for t = 1, then the solution to oursaling problem is the orresponding matrix X(1).Di�erentiating our mapping, we obtain�xH(t; x)x0(t) + �tH(t; x) = 0 ; x(0) = x̂ ; (1)where�xH(t; x)=X(t)V (t) + diag(V(t)X(t)e) ;�tH(t; x)=X(t)(W � I)X(t)e : 2



The matrix V (t) is positive de�nite on some interval (��; �) where � > 0 and� > 1. Let 2� = min(�; � � 1). Then V (t) is uniformly positive de�nite on theinterval (��; 1 + �), with eigenvalues (1 � t) + t times the eigenvalues of W ,and we de�ne the bounds on its eigenvalues to be �min > 0 and �max <1.The proof of our theorem relies on three lemmas, one establishing the bounded-ness ofX(t), one showing Lipshitz ontinuity of f(t; x) = �xH(t; x)�1�tH(t; x),and one rather standard result onerning existene of solutions to initial valueproblems.Lemma 1: There exist salars �` > 0 and �u < 1, independent of t, suhthat if x(t) > 0 satis�es (1) for some value of t 2 [��; 1 + �℄, then�` � mini xi(t) � maxi xi(t) � �u :Proof: The matrix X(t) satis�es X(t)V (t)X(t)e� u = 0, soeTX(t)V (t)X(t)e = eTu > 0 :Sine Xe = x, we know thateTu � �min(V )kxk2 � �min x2i ; i = 1; : : : ; n;so x2i � eTu�min � �2u:This means that the elements of X(t) are uniformly bounded above for t 2[��; 1 + �℄.Now sine xi(t)(V (t)X(t)e)i = ui, i = 1; : : : ; n, we havexi(t) = ui(V (t)X(t)e)i � uikV (t)kkX(t)kpn ;so we an de�ne�` = mini ui�max�upn :[℄ 3



Lemma 2: Let
 = f(t; x) : �� < t < 1 + �; 12�`e < x(t) < 2�ue; V (t)x(t) > 0; g :For a �xed value of t, the funtion f(t; x) is Lipshitz ontinuous on 
, wheref is de�ned by�xH(t; x)f(x) = ��tH(t; x) : (2)Proof: The matrix �xH(t; x)X(t) is symmetri and positive de�nite on 
, sothe inverse of �xH(t; x) must exist, and it is a ontinuous funtion of x and t.The right-hand side �X(t)(W � I)X(t)e is ontinuous on 
, Therefore, f(x)is ontinuous.Now, for a �xed t 2 [��; 1 + �℄, we show that f(t; x) satis�es a Lipshitzondition in x.Let (t; x) and (t; x̂) be two points in 
. Let Y = X(W � I)Xe and Z =XVX + diag(XVx), and de�ne Ŷ and Ẑ by substituting X̂ for X in theseexpressions. Then we have these bounds:kX̂k ; kXk� �u ;kŶ k ; kY k �pnkW � Ik�2u ;kẐ�1k ; kZ�1k � 1�2̀�min :We omputekf(t; x̂)� f(t; x)k= kX̂Ẑ�1Ŷ �XZ�1Y= k(X̂ �X)Ẑ�1Ŷ +XẐ�1(Ŷ � Y ) +X(Ẑ�1 � Z�1)Y k�k(X̂ �X)k kẐ�1k kŶ k+ kXk kẐ�1k kŶ � Y k+kXk kẐ�1 � Z�1k kY k :We already have bounds on many of these norms, so to onlude that f isLipshitz ontinuous, it suÆes to bound kŶ � Y k and kẐ�1�Z�1k in termsof kX̂ �Xk, sine kX̂ �Xk � kx̂� xk.We ompute the Y bound by noting thatŶ � Y = X̂(W � I)X̂e�X(W � I)Xe = (X̂ �X)(W � I)X̂e+X(W � I)(X̂ �X)e ;4



so kŶ � Y k � 2kW � Ik�upnkX̂ �Xk :Now we bound the Z term. Let D = diag(XVx), and similarly for D̂, and notethat Ẑ�1 � Z�1=(X̂V X̂ + D̂)�1 � (XVX +D)�1=(X̂V X̂ + D̂)�1[�X̂V (X̂ �X) + (X̂ �X)V X � D̂ +D℄(XVX +D)�1The norms of the �rst and last fators are bounded, so we just need to boundthe norm of the middle expression:k � X̂V (X̂ �X) + (X̂ �X)V X � D̂ +Dk � 2�u�maxkX̂ �Xk+ kD̂ �Dk :Fousing on the last term gives(D̂ �D)i= x̂iXj wijx̂j � xiXj wijxj=(x̂i � xi)Xj wijx̂j + xiXj wij(x̂j � xj)so j(D̂ �D)ij � �max�ujx̂i � xij+ �u�maxkx̂j � xjkand thus we have a bound on every term in terms of kx̂ � xk, yielding aonlusion of Lipshitz ontinuity for f . [℄Lemma 3: Let 
 be a bounded domain in Rn+1 with (0; x0) 2 
. If f isontinuous in 
 and loally satis�es a Lipshitz ondition in the x variables,then there exists a solution of the initial value problemx0(t) = f(t; x) ; x(0) = x0that an be uniquely extended arbitrarily lose to the boundary of 
.Proof: See, for example, Hurewiz [7, Theorem 11℄. [℄Now we use our three lemmas to prove that the saling matrix exists.5



Theorem: Given a symmetri positive de�nite matrix W 2 Rn�n and ann-vetor u > 0, there exists a positive diagonal matrix X so that the saledmatrix XWX has row-sums equal to the elements of u.Proof: To onstrut our saling X, we use Lemma 3 to show that (1) has asolution at t = 1.It is lear that (0; x0) 2 
, and Lemma 2 assures us that the funtion f de�nedby (2) is Lipshitz ontinuous on 
. Thus, the assumptions of Lemma 3 aresatis�ed, so a solution to (1) an be extended to the boundary of 
.Now, onsider any solution point (t; x(t)) for t 2 [��; 1 + �℄ with x > 0. ByLemma 1, �`e � x � �ue, and thus, sine XV (t)x = u > 0, we must haveV (t)x � 1�uu > 0 :Therefore, any solution point (t; x(t)) with t 2 [��; 1+ �℄ has x bounded awayfrom the onstraints12�`e < x(t) < 2�ue; V (t)x(t) > 0that de�ne 
. Therefore, we must be able to extend the solution from t = 0to the boundary t = 1 + �, and thus the solution exists for t = 1. [℄By replaing V (t) by the positive de�nite matrix EV (t)E, where E is a di-agonal matrix with entries �1, we an see that there are atually 2n salingmatries, one for eah quadrant, that give the presribed row sums. For t = 1,the equation XVXe = u is a polynomial system of degree 2n, so this aountsfor all possible solutions.Corollary: The equation XWXe = u, with W symmetri positive de�niteand X a diagonal matrix, has 2n solutions, one per quadrant, so we an salethe matrix W by a diagonal matrix with arbitrary signs, so that it has pre-sribed row sums.3 Conlusions and RemarksWe have presented an existene proof showing that any symmetri positivede�nite matrix an be saled by a positive diagonal matrix, or by a diagonalmatrix with arbitrary signs, to have arbitrary positive row sums.6



The proof is onstrutive in that it leads to algorithms for omputing suha saling: apply an ordinary di�erential equation solver to (1). This is onepartiular homotopy method applied to the solution of the nonlinear equationXWXe� u = 0; other methods for solution of nonlinear equations ould alsobe applied.If the matrix is not positive de�nite, then the homotopy breaks down at valuest for whih (1� t)I + tW is singular.4 AknowledgementsI am grateful to Roger Horn, John E. Osborn, Hans Shneider, G. W. Stewart,and Ilya Zavorin for helpful disussions. This work was supported in part bythe National Siene Foundation under Grant CCR-97-32022.Referenes[1℄ R. A. Brualdi, The dad theorem for arbitrary row sums, Pro. AMS 45 (1974)189{194.[2℄ R. Sinkhorn, Diagonal equivalene to matries with presribed row and olumnsums. ii, Pro. AMS 45 (1974) 195{198.[3℄ R. A. Brualdi, S. V. Parter, H. Shneider, The diagonal equivalene of anonnegative matrix to a stohasti matrix, J. Math. Anal. and Appl. 16 (1966)31{50.[4℄ U. G. Rothblum, H. Shneider, Salings of matries whih have prespei�ed rowsums and olumn sums via optimisation, Lin. Alg. Appl. 114/115 (1989) 737{764.[5℄ D. Hershkowitz, A. J. Ho�man, H. Shneider, On the existene of sequenes andmatries with presribed partial sums of elements, Lin. Alg. Appl. 265 (1997) 71{ 92.[6℄ C. R. Johnson, S. A. Lewis, D. Y. Yau, Possible line sums for a qualitative matrix,Lin. Alg. Appl. 327 (2001) 53{60.[7℄ W. Hurewiz, Letures on Ordinary Di�erential Equations, JohnWiley and Sons,New York, 1958.
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